Mountain Way Common
Steering Committee Meeting Summary #6
March 28th,2013 at 7PM, Blue Heron Nature Preserve
Attendees: Gordon Certain, Joe Coomes, Beth Godwin, Kevin McCauley, Jane Moss, Susan Richardson, Dan Weede,
and Jane Zoellick
Park Pride Staff: Becky Katz
On March 28th the Steering Committee met at Blue Heron Nature to discuss the outcomes of the second public
meeting and review two prepared design concepts created by Park Pride.
The second public meeting design workshop drawings were reviewed one by one highlighting each drawings
proposed amenities. The Steering Committee was surprised with the overlapping similarities of each concept
drawing. All designs showed an active play area on Lot 15, a circular trail system under the interstate, stream
crossings, an entrance feature on North Ivy and buffers/screening around key property lines.
Walt Ray revealed two prepared concepts that combined the community designs. The Steering Committee discussed
whether or not the concepts aligned with the community designs. There were several revisions to the concepts.
• Seat wall around the playground on the street side of the parcel
• Fence around two sides of the playground close to the creek
• Speed tables on Mountain Way
• Add property on North Ivy to one of the concepts as ‘Future Property to Acquire’
• Gordon Certain pointed out the water flows to the west, thus the dam and dock must be moved
• Add access to McClatchey Circle
Park Pride agreed to make all edits to the two design concepts for the third public meeting on April 16th. Park Pride
staff will present these concepts and record all feedback for the creation of the final Vision Plan.
The Steering Committee discussed driving attendance to the meeting. Balloons will be added to the yard signs to
alert the neighborhood and e-blasts will be sent out to over 2,000 people. Jane Moss agreed to bring water and Beth
Godwin agreed to bring cookies.
Also the final public meeting was moved to May 4th at 4pm to accommodate individuals with evening
responsibilities. The meeting will be held at the Common to celebrate the revealing of the Vision Plan.
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